
UNESCO COURIER INDEX 1971 

January 

CULTURAL POLICY—A MODERN DILEMMA (F. McDermott). Struggle 
for cultural identity. Mass media and mass culture. Unesco Venice 
conference on cultural policy. Africa and cultural decolonization 
(J. Ngugi). Art treasures (51) Stone age votive figure (Uruguay). 

February 

TELEVISION: QUANTITY PLUS QUALITY (M. Esslin). Unesco in 
the 2nd Development Decade (H. Brabyn). World boom in TV and 
poe or ng New highways for the developing world (W. Owens). 
The will to peace (Message of Pope Paul VI). Cyclones and other 
disasters (E. Fournier d’Albe). Latent talent in children (B. Nikitin). 
Art treasures (52) Serenity of meditation (Korea). 

March 

THE GENERAL PUBLIC JUDGES MODERN ART (D. Cameron). Quiz 
on modern art. Unesco Art publications. School for disarmament. 
Educational aid for Palestinian refugees (R. Maheu). Art treasures (53) 

(G. Teterin and C. Terion). The missing links of nature (V. Goldanski). 
Art treasures (56) Captain from Capestrano (italy). 

July 

S.0.S. ENVIRONMENT. OR soe from 2,200 scientists. Pollution 
in Japan e. Tsuru). ‘s anti-smoke campaign (E. Stockton). 
Poliution fight before the the US. courts (J. Sax). Environmental controls 
pooch —- — (H. Brabyn). Ukraine protects its natural 

s (B. Vi .  Industrialization without pollution in the 
doscloning world (I. Sachs). Art treasures (57) Geometry of beauty 
(Ivory Coast). 

August-September 

YOUTH OF THE WORLD, YOUTH OF eee . Maheu). 25 years 
of Unesco viewed by a student i). sons of the mind 
(W. McEwing). In the minds o' Bans "s anniversary book. 

of international solida (A. El Sawi). Facts and 
figures about Unesco. Art treasures Road to asceticism (Ceylon). 

7th century Mayan dancer (Guatemala). 

WHAT FUTURE FOR FUTUROLOGY? (F. Le Lionnais). 
(R. Jungk). Think tanks and workshops of the future. vani) 

Futurescapes of the 21st century. A Soviet scientist looks at futuro- nights (M 
to tomorrow 

Breakthrough (s. - 

October 

April IRAN, CULTURAL CROSSROADS FOR 2,500 YEARS (P. Avery). 
Scientific 4 of Iran (D. Stewart). Sacred art in Persian culture 

romance of Varghe and Golshah (A. Melikian-Chir- 
e epic of the kings (J. Santa-Croce). The thousand and one 

rmy). Persian poets and writers. Art treasures (59) 
logy (I. Bestuzhev-Lada). cour thea imponderable (P. Piganiol) F hog bird-woman (Iran). 
Art treasures (54) Noble character ina). 

EARLY CHRISTIAN MANUSCRIPTS FROM THE NILE (J. Robinson). 
Coptic voices from the past (H. Brabyn). Trieste—world rendezvous 
for physicists (D. Behrman). Funerary art of the Bogomils (M. Krieza). 
The culture of machine living (M. Lerner). Making learning fun for 

Art treasures (55) Katharina, aged 20 blind children (E. Freund). 
(Germany). 

THE MAGIC OF MODERN CHEMISTRY (G. Gregory}. 
of life. The new chemistry of food. Expanding arnoury of drugs. 
10,000 metamorphoses of plastics. Mendeleyev's 

Eastern Cultures 

A Unesco Courier Anthology 

yr‘ sf ™ 

135 pages Nearly 120 photos and drawings 

$11.50 

A new quality 

periodic table 

November 

ANSWERS TO RACISM (0. Klineberg). Inequality before the law 
in South Africa. The other person’s skin (M. Awad). 19th century 
champion of anti-racism in Guinea (N. Butinov). Learning the 
three “T’s” in school (A. Mazrui). Unesco’s poster contest. Art 
treasures (60) Women sculptors of Ashanti (Ivory Coast). 

December 

June $.0.S. ANGKOR (H. Daifuku). Angkor: Architecture and ecology 
(H. Stierlin). The Bayon temple at Angkor (P. Stern). Rediscovery 
of the temples of Angkor Giteau). Daily life in 13th century 
Cambodia: Chinese Chronicles (Chou Ta Kuan). Bayon bas-reliefs 
(S. Son). Art treasures (61) Angkor (Khmer Rep.). 

May 

Special... Special... Special... 

Unesco Courier Anthology 

What goes by the name of ” World History ” in many countries is 
often western history amplified by afew unrelated chapters on other 
parts of the world. The publication of “Eastern Cultures”, based on a 
selection of articles that have appeared in the Unesco Courier, 
will help to dissipate some of the prevalent Western misconceptions 
about the East. Its material about various aspects of Eastern culture, 
history and contemporary life will help teachers to enrich their lessons 
on Eastern and Western Asia. 

Divided into 12 chapters, the book deals with a broad range 

of subjects such as e languages of Asia e architecture, 

sculpture and painting e music, minor arts and astronomy 

e the impact of Buddhism e Nubian monuments e New Year 

festivals e tradition in transition in Japan e influences of 

great men e the women of new Asia e economic and social 

problems. 

This book is totally different from the Unesco Courier Anthology 
published in August-September 1969. 

Published by Longmans, Green and Co., Ltd., Harlow, Essex, U.K. 
Order through your bookseller. DO NOT ORDER THROUGH UNESCO. 


